112 East North Street Location  Photo explanations

Image 3064 – view of the Railroad tracks from the back of the property. Please note the 50 ft embankment prior to reaching the tracks.

Image 3065 – another view of the Railroad tracks from the back of the property. Please note the distance from the bottom of the embankment to the actual railroad tracks, which are raised above the ground level.

Image 3072 – taken at the property line of the building looking down East North Street. Please note the sidewalk and the level ground alongside the sidewalk if Any concern the sidewalk is too narrow.

Image 3073 – taken on East North street with the 112 East North street property Behind the billboard. Please note the ample space of the level ground next to the Sidewalk if sidewalk size is a concern. Please note the angle of the truck on the Curve, even being moved over by the cones, is still allowing sidewalk space.

Image 3075 – taken at edge of property looking up East North Street. This sidewalk Goes all the way to Campbell street.

Image 3077 – taken at side of 112 East North street. Please notice straight line to Laundromat across the street. Additionally, 112 East North will have lights around the outside of the building for extra pedestrian safety.

Image 3080 – showing current footpath and location sign. This established Pedestrian cut through is quite a distance from 112 East North Street

Image 3082 – another image of the established Herman/E. Watertown erosion footpath down to the Railroad tracks. Please note distance from 112 East North.

Image 3086 – Please note established footpath to the right of the tree. The property line for 112 East North begins behind the billboard located at the top left of the image.

Image 3087 –Please note the embankment up to 112 East North which Starts behind the billboard.

Image 3088 –property on corner of Herman/Watertown located Directly next to the railroad tracks. Please note no fencing.

Image 3091 – taken at New York street over the railroad tracks by Prairie market. Could a similar sign be installed at the bottom of the hill going up East north street?